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Abstract. A review of muon colliders is presented. Basic features of the ac-
celerator and detector are outlined, and the very exciting physics prospects are
reviewed.
I INTRODUCTION
This review is divided into two sections. In the first, we outline basics of
the muon accelerator complex and the detector, noting critical requirements
for optimal physics and the points of greatest current concern and focus for
future R&D. In the second section, the physics of the muon collider will be
high-lighted. On occasion, I will note advantages, disadvantages and comple-
mentarity relative to an e+e− collider. One finds that there are important
physics issues that require both types of collider for the fullest and/or most
precise results.
∗) To appear in Proceedings of “Beyond the Standard Model V”, Balholm, Norway, May,
1997. Theoretical remarks are largely based on work performed in collaboration with V.
Barger, M. Berger, and T. Han. The outline of the machine and detector is based on
material provided by R. Palmer and A. Tollestrup.
2II THE MACHINE AND DETECTOR
The designs of the muon collider and associated detector have been
rapidly evolving in the last few years [1–6]. A muon collider (MC) facility
can be developed in stages, each successive stage building upon the previous
one. Three stages are currently envisioned.
• Low-energy Higgs factory collider: √s ∼ 100 GeV.
• Intermediate-energy collider: √s <∼ 500 GeV.
• High-energy collider: √s ∼ 3− 4 TeV.
The instantaneous luminosity, L, that can be achieved at each stage is still
somewhat uncertain. For rather conservative designs of relatively low cost,
current minimal expectations are:
• L ∼ 1, 2, 10×1031cm−2s−1 at √s = 100 GeV for beam energy resolutions
of R = 0.003%, 0.01%, 0.1%, respectively;
• L ∼ 1× 1033cm−2s−1, at √s = 300− 500 GeV for R ∼ 0.14%;
• L ∼ 1× 1035cm−2s−1, at √s = 3− 4 TeV with R ∼ 0.16%.
(For yearly integrated luminosities, we use the standard convention of L =
1 × 1032cm−2s−1 ⇒ L = 1 fb−1/yr.) It is believed that a combination of
money and clever ideas may allow the ultimate L values to be as much as
a factor of 5 to 10 larger than listed above. We shall occasionally discuss
the extent to which such higher luminosity is important for different types of
physics.
The basic components of the collider are the following (see Fig. 1).
• Proton Source: One begins with a ∼ 600 MeV Linac, feeding into a
∼ 3.6 GeV Booster (much like at BNL or SNS), which in turn feeds a
15 − 30 GeV driver (much as envisioned for JHP & Kaon). At lower
(higher) energies, two (four) bunches of 5 × 1013 (2.5 × 1013) protons
would be employed.
• Target: The goal is a large number of pions. A good choice of target
might be liquid Ga. (It must be possible to cool the target at these high
intensities.)
• Solenoid(s): A high percentage of the produced low-energy pions must
be captured. A B = 20 T solenoid would be employed. This would be
followed by a 5 T solenoidal decay channel in which the muons would
emerge and be retained.
• Ionization Cooling: The muons must next be cooled very rapidly
(given the finite muon lifetime) and with minimal losses. The follow-
ing strategy is envisioned.
3Overview of a 4 TeV Muon Collider
5
FIGURE 1. Muon Collider Schematic.
4– One reduces both pT and pz using dE/dz losses in, e.g., Li.
– Next, the muons are accelerated to increase pz, leaving pT unchanged.
In this way, you are effectively cooling in pT .
– To cool in pz, one introduces dispersion, i.e. separates muons with
different pz, and then uses a Be or Li wedge oriented so as to slow
down large-pz muons relative to small-pz muons, thereby cooling in
pz. The different muon ‘streams’ are then brought back together.
– This process is repeated many (> 20) times.
• Acceleration: At higher energy, one possible (and possibly the cheap-
est) approach is to employ synchrotrons with fast pulsed magnets and
long SC linacs. For 250 GeV beams, one would employ 4 T pulsed mag-
nets (t = 1 msec). For 2 TeV beams, it would be necessary to interlace
fixed 8T SC dipole magnets with ±2 T pulsed magnets. At Higgs factory
energies, pulsed magnets would not be required and recycling could be
employed.
• Collider Ring: In order to maximize the luminosity, the number of
turns the muons make in the ring before they decay should be as large
as possible. The current plan is for about 1000 turns, requiring a high
field for the bending magnets. Lattice designs involving octopole and
quadrapole magnets have been developed.
One critical issue for a muon collider is the nature of the physics back-
grounds. There are three major sources:
• The muon halo: Muons lost from the main bunches can still make it
to the detector with full energy. These can pass through the calorimeter
and undergo deep-inelastic scattering. It is found that this background
can be adequately controlled by careful injection and collimation.
• Muon decay: µ− → e−νµνe and µ+ → e+νµνe leads to roughly 2 ×
1012 × 2 muon decays during the roughly 1000 turns during which a
typical muon is stored in the final ring. These decays give rise to two
important effects: (a) heating of the beam pipe, which must then be
cooled, perhaps by a water-cooled tungsten liner inside the magnets; (b)
background at the detector, which can be tamed by careful design of the
(Tungsten) nose cone at the detector entrance.
• Beam-beam interactions: Incoherent e+e− pair creation arises from
beam-beam interactions at each crossing. The large cross section (σ ∼ 10
mb) yields about 3×104 e+e− pairs per crossing. Most of these soft e+e−
pairs are curled up by the detector solenoid magnetic field and collimated
along the beam pipe. The rest of the soft pairs are taken care of by a
careful design for the nose cone. Coherent pair creation has also been
shown not to create a problem for the detector.
5The current conclusion is that present state-of-the-art technologies will be suf-
ficient to build a detector able to handle the remaining background, consisting
primarily of a large number of soft particles, while achieving normal standards
for physics capabilities. The major current uncertainty is whether or not the
first layer of the vertex detector can be placed close enough to the beam pipe
to allow separation of charm from bottom quarks.
An issue currently being explored is whether or not the large number of
neutrinos that emanate from the storage ring pose a radiation hazard as they
interact over a period of time with the surrounding earth and build up a low-
level source of radiation. The latest calculations indicate that if the machine
is built at a reasonable depth, then this is not a problem for center-of-mass
energies up to about 3 − 4 TeV. For higher energies, wobbling of the beam
orbit or some similar technique could be employed.
At the time of this talk, the primary technical R&D technical developments
that are needed in order to make a muon collider a reality are:
• demonstration of a working cooling system with small losses;
• demonstration of the viability of low frequency linacs for phase rotation
and cooling;
• development of the pulsed magnets, shielding and SC r.f. cavities required
for the accelerator at higher energies.
• demonstrated ability to construct the quadrapole magnets required for
the interaction region (expected to be easily achieved for Higgs factory
energies).
I now list some of the important +’s and −’s, as well as critical require-
ments and benchmarks for the muon collider. First, there are some important
advantages as compared to an electron collider.
• There is less bremsstrahlung and no beamstrahlung.
• Beam energy resolution can be substantially better — in particular, with
beam compression techniques R = 0.003% can be achieved at the low-
energy Higgs factory so that the Gaussian spread in
√
s, given by
σ√s ∼ 2 MeV
(
R
0.003%
)( √
s
100 GeV
)
, (1)
can be as small as the natural width of a light SM-like Higgs boson.
• The beam energy can be very precisely tuned: ∆Ebeam ∼ 10−5Ebeam
is ‘easy’; 10−6 is achievable and very important for scanning a narrow
Higgs boson and precision mW and mt measurements. (To achieve such
precision, power supplies stable at the 10−6 level are required and one
must plan to monitor the beam energy continuously via spin rotation
measurements.)
6• Multiple interaction regions in the final storage ring, allowing full lumi-
nosity for several detectors, might not be impossible.
Other positive features of the muon collider include the following. It can be
built in stages. The proton driver, intense muon source, cooled low-energy
muon beam, and so forth, that will sequentially become available as the ma-
chine is constructed would all have important uses of their own. The energy
can be increased by additions that are modest in physical size and don’t in-
volve substantial new technology. Particularly noteworthy are the following
points.
• If constructed at Fermilab, the ∼ 50 GeV µ+ and µ− beams needed
for the Higgs factory could be collided with the 1 TeV proton beam of
the Tevatron, yielding a µp analogue of HERA with roughly
√
2 times
as large center of mass energy and larger luminosity. Eventual higher
energy, higher luminosity muon beams would result in a µp collider with
physics reach vastly exceeding that of HERA.
• Since the cost of a final storage ring is modest, several would be built
as the energy of the machine is increased, each designed to optimize
luminosity at specific energies designed for specific physics goals (to be
discussed in more detail later). An incomplete list is the following.
– If a light (mh <∼ 2mW ) SM-like Higgs boson has been observed (e.g.
at the LHC), the first energy goal and ring constructed would be for
factory-like s-channel production and study at
√
s ∼ mh [9,10].
– A second energy goal and ring would be for operation at high L near
the Zh threshold. (This would actually be the first goal if a SM-like
Higgs has been observed and has mh > 2mW .) One would choose√
s so that the Zh cross section is maximal, thereby allowing precise
measurement of many Higgs boson properties. (Even if mh < 2mW ,
there are important Higgs properties that are not easily measured
in s-channel production.) A fairly precise determination of mh from
the σ(Zh) threshold rise would also be possible [8].
– Exceptionally precise measurements of mW and of mt, αs, Γt, are
possible [7] with rings that achieve full luminosity at
√
s ∼ 2mW
and/or
√
s ∼ 2mt, respectively. If no Higgs boson is seen at the
LHC, then this would constitute an important first goal for the muon
collider.
– Factories for s-channel production of any new particle with µ+µ−
couplings would be possible. Possibilities include a new Z ′ and a
sneutrino with R-parity-violating coupling to µ+µ−.
Once the accelerator is operating at high energy, beams of different energy
appropriate to the different rings could be extracted and the luminosity
7could be shared among the various rings (and with the µp collider). This
would allow simultaneous pursuit of many different types of physics at
different detectors, as possibly desirable from both a physics and a soci-
ological point of view.
There are two clear disadvantages of a muon collider:
• A γγ collider is not possible at a muon collider facility.
• Some polarization is automatic, but large polarization implies sacrifice
in luminosity at a muon collider. This is because large polarization is
achieved by keeping only the larger pz muons emerging from the target,
rather than collecting nearly all the muons.
III THE PHYSICS
Early studies [11,12] made it clear that a muon collider would be an ex-
tremely valuable tool for exploring the physics of any conceivable extension of
the Standard Model (SM). Fully detailed studies are now available for most
types of new physics. To illustrate the results, I shall briefly discuss:
• Higgs physics.
• Strong WW sector physics.
• A new Z ′.
• Precision mW and mt measurements.
• Standard supersymmetry.
• R-parity violation phenomena in supersymmetry.
• Leptoquarks.
A Higgs Physics
If the µ+µ− collider is operated by running at the highest energy or at the
maximum in the Zh cross section, then it will have similar capabilities to an
e+e− collider operating at the same
√
s and L (barring unexpected detector
backgrounds at the muon collider). The totally unique feature of a muon
collider is the possibility of s-channel Higgs production, µ+µ− → h, which
can have a very high rate if the total Higgs width, Γtoth , and the beam energy
resolution, R, are both small. The importance of small R and small Γtoth is
evident from the result, σh, of convoluting a Gaussian
√
s distribution of width
σ√s with the standard s-channel Breit Wigner Higgs resonance cross section.
For
√
s = mh, one obtains
8σh ≃ π
√
2πΓ(h→ µµ)BF (h→ X)
m2hσ√s
×
1 + π
8
Γtoth
σ√s
2

−1/2
. (2)
Eq. (2) shows that the smaller Γtoth is, and the more nearly σ√s can be made
comparable to Γtoth , the larger will be σh. Although smaller R implies smaller
L, one finds that for a Higgs boson with a very narrow width, e.g. a SM-like
Higgs boson with mh <∼ 2mW , it is advantageous to use the smallest R that
can be achieved. A Higgs boson with a large width will only be visible at
a muon collider if its µ+µ− coupling (and, hence, partial width) is enhanced
relative to that of a SM Higgs boson.
Below, we update results obtained (assuming R = 0.01% and L ∼
50 fb−1/yr) in Refs. [9], [10] and [13] to account for the preliminary Higgs-
factory design parameters resulting from the recent detailed study of the
low-energy machine — we employ R = 0.003% and compare luminosities of
L = 0.1 fb−1/yr and 1 fb−1/yr, the former being conservative and the latter
optimistic. With regard to the statistical accuracy for various measurements,
compared to the earlier studies the lower expected L is only partially offset
by the smaller R. However, since σ√s ∼ ΓtothSM for R = 0.003%, systematics
in measuring Γtoth (via scanning) associated with imperfect knowledge of the
exact shape of the
√
s spectrum (in particular its wings) are much less of a
concern than for R = 0.01%.
1 A Standard Model-Like Higgs Boson
In all likelihood, the h will already have been discovered at either the LHC
or NLC, if not at LEP or the Tevatron, by the time the muon collider is
built, and its mass will have been accurately measured: ∆mh ∼ 100 MeV for
L = 300 fb−1 at the LHC; ∆mh ∼ 50 MeV for L = 200 fb−1 in
√
s = 500 GeV
running at the NLC [13]. If mh > 2mW , Γ
tot
h will be large, leading to tiny
BF (h → µ+µ−); the resulting σh is too small to be seen above background
in s-channel production at a muon collider. If mh < 2mW , σh will be large
and a Higgs-factory muon collider ring with optimal luminosity at
√
s ∼ mh
will be a high priority. At the muon collider, the first task will be to scan
over the ∆mh interval so as to center on
√
s ≃ mh within a fraction of σ√s.
A “typical case” is mh ∼ 110 GeV, σ√s ∼ 2 MeV, ∆mh ∼ 100 MeV. About
50 scan points are needed to center on
√
s ≃ mh within 0.3σ√s. Each point
requires L ∼ 0.0015 fb−1 to observe or eliminate the h at the 3σ level. A
total of up to L = 0.075 fb−1 would then be needed for the centering process.
Thus, for L = 0.1 fb−1/yr centering might take the better part of a year. The
worst case is mh ∼ mZ — with σ√s ∼ 2 MeV and ∆mh ∼ 100 MeV, up to a
factor of 50 more L would have to be devoted to the centering process; even
for L = 1 fb−1/yr the nearly four years required would be unacceptable.
9Once we are able to center on the Higgs peak, the measurements of primary
importance are the Higgs total width and the cross sections σ(µ+µ− → h →
X) for X = bb,WW ⋆, ZZ⋆.† To measure all of these simultaneously, it is best
to employ an optimized three-point scan of the Higgs peak [10]. The accuracies
of the measurements for total luminosities of L = 4 fb−1 and 0.4 fb−1 (four
year’s of running at L = 1 fb−1/yr and 0.1 fb−1/yr, respectively) are tabulated
in Table 1. Note that at L = 0.4 fb−1 the errors for σBF (hSM → bb) are still
generally small but that those for ΓtothSM are uncomfortably large. In fact, errors
for ΓtothSM obtained indirectly using a combination of L = 600 fb
−1 LHC data,
L = 200 fb−1 NLC data, and L = 50 fb−1 γγ-collider data are often better: ∼
19% for mhSM
<∼ 120 GeV and ∼ 10%−13% for 130 GeV <∼ mhSM <∼ 180 GeV.
TABLE 1. Percentage errors (1σ) for σBF (hSM → bb,WW ⋆, ZZ⋆)
(extracted from channel rates) and Γtot
hSM
for s-channel Higgs production
at the MC assuming beam energy resolution of R = 0.003%. Results
are presented for two integrated four-year luminosities: L = 4 fb−1
(L = 0.4 fb−1). An optimized three-point scan is employed [which,
for the cross section measurements, is equivalent to L ∼ 2 fb−1
(L = 0.2 fb−1) at the
√
s = mhSM peak]. It is useful to compare
this table to the L = 200 fb−1, R = 0.01% table of Ref. [13].
Quantity Errors
Mass (GeV) 80 mZ 100 110
σBF (bb) 0.8%(2.4%) 7%(21%) 1.3%(4%) 1%(3%)
σBF (WW ⋆) − − 10%(32%) 5%(15%)
σBF (ZZ⋆) − − − 62%(190%)
Γtot
hSM
3%(10%) 25%(78%) 10%(30%) 5%(16%)
Mass (GeV) 120 130 140 150
σBF (bb) 1%(3%) 1.5%(5%) 3%(9%) 9%(28%)
σBF (WW ⋆) 3%(10%) 2.5%(8%) 2.3%(7%) 3%(9%)
σBF (ZZ⋆) 16%(50%) 10%(30%) 8%(26%) 11%(34%)
Γtot
hSM
5%(16%) 6%(18%) 9%(29%) 34%(105%)
The s-channel measurements can then be combined with LHC data and
data from NLC (or MC) running at
√
s > mZ +mh in order to determine all
the properties of the h in a model-independent way. For example, there will
be four ways to determine Γ(h→ µ+µ−):
†) Note from Eq. (2) that σ(µ+µ− → h → X) provides a determination of Γ(h →
µ+µ−)BF (h→ X) unless σ√
s
≪ Γtot
h
.
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1) Γ(h→ µ+µ−) = [Γ(h→ µ
+µ−)BF (h→ bb)]MC
BF (h→ bb)NLC
;
2) Γ(h→ µ+µ−) = [Γ(h→ µ
+µ−)BF (h→WW ⋆)]MC
BF (h→WW ⋆)NLC ;
3) Γ(h→ µ+µ−) = [Γ(h→ µ
+µ−)BF (h→ ZZ⋆)]MCΓtoth
Γ(h→ ZZ⋆)NLC ;
4) Γ(h→ µ+µ−) = [Γ(h→ µ
+µ−)BF (h→WW ⋆)Γtoth ]MC
Γ(h→WW ⋆)NLC .
The associated errors for the SM Higgs are labelled (µ+µ−hSM)2|NLC+MC in
Table 2 below.
TABLE 2. Percentage errors (1σ) for combin-
ing L = 200 fb−1–
√
s = 500 GeV NLC, L = 600 fb−1 LHC, L = 50 fb−1
γγ-collider and MC R = 0.003% s-channel data, with errors for the latter as
quoted in Table 1. Results are presented for two total four-year integrated MC
luminosities: L = 4 fb−1 (L = 0.4 fb−1) Comparison to the similar table of
Ref. [13], which assumed L = 200 fb−1 for R = 0.01% at the MC, is useful.
Quantity Errors
Mass (GeV) 80 100 110 120
(bbhSM )
2|NLC+MC 6%(10%) 10%(16%) 7%(13%) 7%(13%)
(cchSM )
2|NLC+MC 9%(13%) 12%(18%) 10%(15%) 10%(15%)
(µ+µ−hSM )2|NLC+MC 5%(5%) 5%(5%) 4%(5%) 4%(4%)
(γγhSM )
2|MC 15%(18%) 17%(33%) 14%(21%) 14%(20%)
(γγhSM )
2|NLC+MC 9%(10%) 10%(11%) 9%(10%) 9%(10%)
Mass (GeV) 130 140 150 170
(bbhSM )
2|NLC+MC 8%(12%) 9%(10%) 13%(13%) 23%(23%)
(cchSM )
2|NLC+MC 10%(14%) ?
(µ+µ−hSM )2|NLC+MC 4%(5%) 4% 4%(5%) 13%(14%)
(WW ⋆hSM )
2|MC 17%(24%) 12%(30%) 33%(104%) −
(WW ⋆hSM )
2|NLC+MC 5% 5% 6%(8%) 10%
(γγhSM )
2|MC 14%(22%) 20%(34%) 48%(110%) −
(γγhSM )
2|NLC+MC 10%(12%) 13%(15%) 25%(29%) −
Errors as small as given in Table 2 may make it possible to distinguish
between the SM hSM and the h
0 of the MSSM [13]. If deviations from SM
predictions are apparent, then an approximate determination of the crucial
MSSM CP-odd Higgs boson mass mA0 can be made. (The h
0 becomes in-
distinguishable from the hSM if mA0 is large — the decoupling limit.) The
11
most useful quantity for this purpose if only s-channel Higgs factory MC
data are available (i.e. no Zh NLC or MC data) is the coupling-squared ratio
(WW ⋆hSM)
2/(bbhSM)
2 ∝ σBF (WW ⋆)/σBF (bb). If 110 <∼ mhSM <∼ 140 GeV
(a very likely region in the MSSM) then this ratio will be measured with a
statistical accuracy of <∼ ±5% for L = 4 fb−1 (see Table 1). Systematic errors
of order ±5% − ±10% from uncertainty in the b quark mass will also enter
the interpretation of this ratio. A > 2 − 3σ deviation will be observed if
mA0 < 450 GeV. For L = 0.4 fb
−1, one would observe a > 1.5− 2σ deviation
for mA0 < 450 GeV. If Zh data from the NLC (or MC) is available then the
best quantity for discriminating between the h0 and hSM is the fundamental
coupling Γ(h → µ+µ−). For all mh <∼ 2mW , the error in Γ(h → µ+µ−) ob-
tained after combining NLC and MC data as sketched in the equations above
is dominated by the NLC denominators and (for L = 200 fb−1 at the NLC)
is <∼ 5%, even for L = 0.4 fb−1 (see Table 2). This will allow detection of
a > 3σ deviation from the SM value if mA0 < 600 GeV. Systematic errors
from theoretical uncertainties in the interpretation of this measurement are
small. Note that Γtoth alone cannot be used to distinguish between the MSSM
and SM in a model-independent way. This is because Γtoth depends on many
things, including (in the MSSM) the squark-mixing model.
2 MSSM H0 and A0
One of the potentially most important features of a muon collider is that
the s-channel processes µ+µ− → H0, A0 allow production and study of H0, A0
up to mA0 ∼ mH0 <∼
√
s [10]. Discovery possibilities at other colliders are
more limited (a more detailed summary and references appear in [13]): (a) at
the LHC, discovery of H0, A0 is not possible for mA0 >∼ 200 GeV at moderate
tan β >∼ 3; (b) at
√
s = 500 GeV, e+e− → H0A0 pair production probes only
to mA0 ∼ mH0 <∼ 230− 240 GeV; (c) a γγ collider could potentially probe up
to mA0 ∼ mH0 ∼ 0.8
√
s ∼ 400 GeV with L >∼ 150−200 fb−1. The reach of the
muon collider depends very much on the tan β parameter of the MSSM and the
luminosity achievable at intermediate energies. A total of L = 200 fb−1 must
be used in scanning the 200 ≤ √s ≤ 500 GeV interval to guarantee discovery
of theH0, A0 for the tanβ ≥ 3 portion of parameter space such that theH0, A0
cannot be discovered at the LHC in this same mass interval. The conservative
intermediate-energy-collider luminosity corresponds to L ∼ 40 fb−1 over four
years, for which one can only reach down to tan β ≥ 5 − 6. (If tanβ is still
larger and the MC is run at
√
s = 500 GeV, the H0, A0 can also be discovered
in the bremsstrahlung tail if the bb mass resolution is good enough.) Once
discovered, the H0, A0 can be studied with precision at the µ+µ− collider. In
particular, only a direct s-channel scan may allow separation of the H0 from
the A0 when they are approximately degenerate (as predicted for large tanβ).
Even masses as large as mA0 ∼ mH0 ∼ mH± > 1 TeV cannot be ruled
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out simply on the basis of hierarchy/naturalness, although the model would
be fine-tuned. Discovery of the H0, A0, H± via e+e− → H0A0, H+H− would
require
√
se+e− > 2 TeV, currently thought difficult to achieve. In contrast,
it is currently expected that a muon collider with
√
s ∼ 3− 4 TeV is feasible,
in which case µ+µ− → H0A0, H+H− observation would be straightforward.
Studies [14,15] show that the H0, A0 could be detected in their bb or tt de-
cay modes and H± in tb and bt decays, even if SUSY decays are present.
Measurements of relative branching ratios for H0, A0, H± decays to differ-
ent final states (including SUSY channels) can also be performed with good
accuracy. The branching ratio results, together with the determination of
mA0 ∼ mH0 ∼ mH± and, say, mχ˜±
1
(the light chargino mass), allow one to
discriminate with incredible statistical significance between different closely
similar GUT scenarios [14].
3 Exotic Higgs Bosons
A muon collider could play a very important role in probing an exotic Higgs
sector, even if the exotic Higgs bosons have already been detected at another
accelerator. To give one example, consider a Higgs sector containing a doubly-
charged Higgs boson, ∆−−, that is a member of a SU(2)×U(1) representation
that either has no neutral member or a neutral member with zero vacuum
expectation value (as required for ρ ≡ mW/[mZ cos θW ] = 1 to be natural). For
many choices of representation, e−e− → ∆−− and µ−µ− → ∆−− couplings are
allowed. (We denote the Majorana-like coupling strengths by λee,µµ.) A ∆
−−
with m∆−− < 500 − 900 GeV (depending upon dominant decay) will be seen
previously at the LHC, if not TeV33 [16]. Once m∆−− is known, observation
of the s-channel processes e−e− → ∆−− and µ−µ− → ∆−− will be possible
and probably would be the only means of directly measuring λee,µµ [17]. For
couplings not too far below current bounds, factory-like production rates are
predicted for the ∆−−. For very small couplings (such as those that might be
associated with left-right symmetric models) the very excellent R = 0.003%
beam energy resolution that can be achieved at a µ−µ− collider implies that
it can probe λµµ magnitudes that are significantly smaller than the λee values
that can be probed in e−e− collisions.
B Strong WW Interactions and Related Models
If no light SM-like Higgs is found at the LHC, NLC or MC, then signals of
the concomitant strongly-interacting WW sector will be found [18,19]. How-
ever, as detailed in Ref. [20], to fully explore strong WW interactions requires
quark, electron or muon collision energies of
√
s ≥ 3 − 4 TeV, with appro-
priately matched luminosity. Such energies may be most easily achievable at
13
a muon collider. A muon collider with this energy could study (using both
µ+µ− and µ−µ− collisions) all isospin channels. In close analogy to ππ scat-
tering studies, different models could be distinguished from one another by
the detailed WW mass spectra in the different isospin channels. After several
years of running at design luminosity, statistics would be such that one could
separately project out the cross sections for different final state polarizations,
WLWL, WLWT and WTWT . Only by such precision studies would it be possi-
ble to determine in detail the effective ‘chiral’ Lagrangian for the strong WW
sector.
C A New Z′
At a high energy µ+µ− collider, a new Z ′ with mZ′ ≤
√
s is easily discovered
in the bremsstrahlung tail of the µ+µ− energy spectrum. Once found, a typical
Z ′ would be produced with factory-like rates if a specialized storage ring for√
s ≃ mZ′ is built. (See Ref. [21] for details.) The machine energy could either
be set to this
√
s, or muons of appropriate energy could be extracted early in
the acceleration process if the machine is run at higher energy.
D Precision Measurements of mW and mt
The comparison of electron and muon colliders for such measurements has
been studied in Ref. [7] (see also [25]). At the NLC, mW is best determined
via qq mass reconstruction at
√
s = 500 GeV [23] (see also [22]) and mt via tt
threshold measurements [24]. The resulting precisions are
∆mW = 20 MeV, ∆mt = 0.2 GeV (50 fb
−1, NLC) . (3)
Systematic effects deriving from beam energy spread and beam energy uncer-
tainty are such that the mW precision could not be improved by running at
the WW threshold. At the MC, the one part per million accuracy for the
beam energy and the small beam energy spread imply greater precision for
the WW threshold and tt threshold measurements. For R <∼ 0.1%,
∆mW = 9 MeV, ∆mt = 0.1 GeV (50 fb
−1, MC) . (4)
where systematic effects have been included. To achieve the indicated mW
precision, the relative luminosity for
√
s = 161 GeV and
√
s = 150 GeV
measurements would need to be well measured. Even for L = 100 fb−1, errors
would probably still be statistics dominated at a µ+µ− collider, in which case
one could achieve
∆mW = 6 MeV, ∆mt = 0.07 GeV (100 fb
−1, MC) . (5)
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Relatively modest improvements in the conservative L expectations for R ∼
0.1% muon collider designs (see introduction) would allow L = 50−100 fb−1 to
be accumulated after <∼ 5 years at
√
s ∼ 2mt; more substantial improvements
in L expectations at √s ∼ 2mW would be needed.
E Standard SUSY Studies
If R-parity is conserved, supersymmetric particles must be produced in pairs
at a lepton collider, requiring center-of-mass energy greater than the sum of the
masses. Although fine-tuning considerations suggest that the lightest gauginos
should have mχ˜
<∼ 200 − 400 GeV, it is entirely possible for sfermions, espe-
cially the squarks of the first and second generation, to have masses >∼ 1 TeV
without violating either fine-tuning or considerations of naturalness/hierarchy.
Further, gauge unification is most successful if there are SUSY particles above
1 TeV. The LHC will set the mass scale of the squarks, but will not be
able to determine their masses and decays in much detail if they are heavy
(due to limited event rates after cuts required to control backgrounds). To
study sfermions with mass of order 1 TeV, an e+e− or µ+µ− collider would
need
√
s >∼ 2.5 GeV — the β3 p-wave threshold behavior for scalar pair pro-
duction implying a slow rise in the pair cross section above threshold. The√
s = 3 − 4 TeV option discussed as a possibility for a µ+µ− collider would
imply pair production rates (for planned luminosity) adequate for detailed
studies of the sfermions [26].
F Leptoquarks and R-parity Violating SUSY
Scenarios
The HERA event excess at high-Q2 with a possible resonance component
at Me+q ∼ 200 GeV has led to a resurgence of popularity for models with
leptoquarks, including SUSY models in which squarks play the role of lepto-
quarks. In the latter case, the ℓq → q˜ coupling derives from R-parity violating
Yukawa-like superpotential terms. If the resonance signal holds up with in-
creased statistics, then it will be of great importance to search for a large
variety of closely related signals. Of particular importance will be the ques-
tion of the flavor structure of leptoquarks, in particular whether there are µq
leptoquarks as well as eq leptoquarks. A natural way to explore for the former
is via µ±p collisions at high luminosity, as possible at a muon collider facility
by colliding one of the muon beams with protons of sufficient energy.
Let us [27] compare ep collisions at HERA (
√
s ∼ 314 GeV) to µp collisions
of the Higgs-factory 50 GeV muon beams with the 1 TeV Fermilab Tevatron
beam at the Main Injector (
√
s ∼ 447 GeV). If the muon beam is extracted
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with R ∼ 0.1% (i.e. before compression to R = 0.003% or with compression
turned off), then yearly luminosity of L ∼ 1 fb−1/yr would be possible, as com-
pared to the L ∼ 0.1 fb−1/yr luminosity for HERA. At HERA the ‘observed’
leptoquark resonance probably contains the proton valence quarks, i.e. is of
either the LQ = ed or eu type. To avoid flavor-changing neutral currents,
the muon-type leptoquarks are most naturally chosen to be the 2nd family
µs and µc analogues. Let us denote the LQ → ℓq coupling as λJℓq, where J
is the spin of the leptoquark. For scalar and vector leptoquarks with mass
MLQ = 200 GeV, and assuming BF (LQ → ℓq) = 1, 5 LQ events are pre-
dicted at HERA with L = 0.1 fb−1 for: λ0eu = 0.006, λ
0
ed = 0.012, λ
1
eu = 0.004,
and λ1ed = 0.008. To normalize, the observed HERA excess corresponds to
λ0e+d ∼ 0.025. At this same MLQ = 200 GeV, the Higgs-factory/MI µp col-
lider with L = 1 fb−1 yields 5 LQ events for: λ0µc = 0.007, λ
0
µs = 0.006,
λ1µc = 0.005, and λ
1
µs = 0.004. Given that 2nd family leptoquark couplings
will probably be larger than 1st family couplings, the Higgs-factory/MI µp
collider would be a very important facility if leptoquarks exist.
If the leptoquarks turn out to be squarks, then it will be important to ascer-
tain the complete structure of the R-parity violating superpotential. The most
general superpotential that violates lepton number while conserving baryon
number (in order to ensure proton stability) takes the form
W = λijkL̂
i
LL̂
j
LÊ
k
R + λ
′
ijkL̂
i
LQ̂
j
LD̂
k
R . (6)
The λ′ type interactions would lead to squark production in e+d collisions at
HERA. If a non-zero value for some of the λ′’s is confirmed, it is very possible
that one or more of the λ’s is also non-zero. Resonant s-channel sneutrino
production — e+e− → ν˜τ (λ131), e+e− → ν˜µ (λ121), µ+µ− → ν˜τ (λ232), and
µ+µ− → ν˜e (λ212) — would provide a particularly sensitive probe. To give one
sample number, suppose λ = 0.01, mν˜ = 100 GeV, and mχ˜0
1
= 90 GeV. For
these choices, Γtot
ν˜
= 0.52 GeV, including ν˜ℓ → νℓχ˜01 decays. The µ+µ− → ν˜ →
µ+µ− rate, S, for the resonance signal is computed by convoluting a standard
s-channel resonance form with the luminosity distribution as a function of
√
s.
The latter is obtained by assuming a Gaussian distribution in
√
s, modified
by the effects of initial state bremsstrahlung from the incoming muons. The
maximum S is obtained when the Gaussian distribution is centered at
√
s =
mν˜ . The same
√
s distribution is used to compute the continuum background,
B. The resulting statistical significance of the signal is defined as NSD =
S/
√
B. Assuming a beam energy resolution of R = 0.1% and adopting the
associated (conservative) integrated luminosity at
√
s ∼ 100 GeV of L =
1 fb−1, one finds S = 1.7 · 103 and NSD ∼ 8. At fixed L, NSD decreases
for larger R, and for the same underlying R, is smaller for the equivalent
e+e− → ν˜ → e+e− situation because of the increased bremsstrahlung and
non-negligible beamstrahlung. The typical S-band e+e− collider design has
significant beamstrahlung and underlying beam energy resolution of R ∼ 1%.
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In combination, the result is roughly the same as a beam energy resolution of
R ∼ 3%. For the above parameter choices, one obtains S = 70 and NSD = 0.3.
Thus, higher luminosity is required to probe the same coupling level in the
e+e− case. The most important point is that both a muon collider and an
electron collider would be required in order to explore the flavor structure of
the λ’s as fully as possible.
IV CONCLUSION
The physics motivation for a muon collider is very strong. Different types
of physics would be probed, both as the collider complex is constructed, and,
once fully operational, as the energy of the muon beams is increased. Com-
plementarity to other planned and existing facilities would be enormous:
• If the ep HERA leptoquark signal persists, the µp collider that would be
a natural spin-off at a muon collider facility would be mandatory.
• Both a muon collider and an electron collider are needed to understand
the flavor structure of new physics in lepton-lepton channels.
• An e+e− collider focusing on Zh production in combination with a µ+µ−-
collider Higgs factory will allow us to fully explore the properties of a light
SM-like Higgs boson in the shortest time.
In addition, the muon collider would have unique capabilities. For example:
• It would have the ability to observe the MSSM heavy Higgs bosons up
to the maximum
√
s available, using s-channel production.
• If there is new physics at high √s (supersymmetry, contact interactions,
. . .) then a muon collider would be critical if the necessary center-of-mass
energy can only be economically achieved in muon collisions.
Studies of, and R&D for, a muon collider should be vigorously pursued.
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